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SUMMARY  
 
The National Cadastre and Mapping Agency S.A. is the civil agency in Greece that is 
responsible for developing the Hellenic National Cadastre and supporting its operation.  In 
additions, it is responsible for compiling, maintaining, and updating the basic cartographic 
infrastructure of the country, as well as, for disseminating the data stored in that infrastructure to 
various users in the public and private sector domains.  In pursuing its mission, the NCMA not 
only focusses its attention on carrying-out its regular operations, as far as cadaster and mapping 
activities are concerned, but also fosters innovative activities in those areas, as well.  Particular 
emphasis is placed on innovative work that deals with 3D data.  This paper presents, in general 
terms, the cadastral and cartographic activities of the Agency and highlights its interests on 
innovative methods and techniques that deal with representation, management and displaying of 
3D geospatial data. 
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